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Talks programme  2019

All talks take place in

Presbyterian Church Hall, Dublin Road

at 8pm on 2nd Wednesday of the month.

Free parking in public car park opposite.

Admission €4. Non-members welcome.

Next presentation:
Our thanks to Garry Ahern,
Paddy Ryan and Roger Greene
for the material in this issue.

Museum News

The museum will re-open for
Easter Saturday, Sunday and

Monday afternoons and
thereafter on Saturday and

Sunday afternoons.



THE MANOR OF MALAHIDE

MISS AUSTEN’S BOARDING SCHOOL

Contributed by Garry Ahern

The Manor

For those interested in local history, Byrne’s Dictionary of Irish Local History (2004) can be

an invaluable source of information. (The author, Dr. Joseph Byrne, is well known to this

Society.) The many subjects and terms covered in the dictionary include the medieval manor,

such as the one which existed at Malahide from the thirteenth century. Following receipt of

manorial status by crown charter, a manor, in addition to its lands and tenants, had certain

social and legal dimensions. These came through a number of the manor’s entitlements,

including  the right to hold manorial courts. Byrne’s dictionary references the sixteenth-

century writer and antiquarian, John Norden, who held that a manor was:

 ‘a little commonwealth, whereof the tenants are the member, the land the bulk, and

the lord the head’.

From time to time, official enquiries, (termed ‘inquisitions’,) were held on behalf of the

crown to establish, e.g. the extent of the tenancies of a manor. An ‘inquisition post-mortem’

was held by the appropriate official, (the ‘escheator’,) to establish the holdings of a deceased

tenant-in-chief and thus ensure  that the crown got what was legally due to it. One such

inquisition, (an account of which is given below),  which was held in Dublin over seven-

hundred years ago, under escheator Walter de la Hayer, concerned  the Talbots’ manor of

Malahide.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Malahide Manor, 1291 AD.

MILO TALBOT

Inquisition taken at Dublin on Thursday before SS Simon  and Jude, 19 Edward I, (25

October 1291,) before Walter de la Hayer, escheator of Ireland, to enquire into the true

value of the custody of the manor of Malahide in County Dublin, late of Milo Talbot,

deceased, who held of the king in chief, in all its issues and how much it would be worth

with dower, if it falls in, and other escheats.

Jurors-John de Neterville, John fitz Ryrith and Thomas fitz Alfred, knights, Henry de

Derpatrick, John Dandon, Nicolas Scybras, Adam de Howthe, William de Balygodmon,

John Wodeloc, Griffin Harolt, Geoffrey Dandon, Robert le Porter, Reginald Barete,

Richard Teling, Ralph de Nalle, Roger le Rede, Ralph de Rath, Andrew Tyrel, Bertram

Abbot, Thomas de Glenmethan, Walter Culac John de Sutton,  Richard de Howthe,

Thomas Albus.

The manor at Malahide was held in chief of the king in County Dublin and is worth £23

-11s-10d and 2 parts of a penny per anum, in all issue, save the dower of the lady

Eleanor, Milo’s widow. It would be worth £35-7s-10d  a year with dower if and when it

were to fall in. There is a carucate of land at Balyregin, a tenement of Malahide, which

Wyo. Cokerel held for a term that has not expired by the bail of Richard Talbot, Milo’s

late father, and which is worth 106 s-8d a year in all issues, saving dower to Eleanor.

With dower, this carucate could be worth £8 per year.

Endorsed.  The king grants everything together with the issues.

Source: Dryburgh & Smith, (Eds.),  (List and

Index Society, 2007.)
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MISS AUSTEN’S BOARDING SCHOOL

In the early nineteenth  century, well-to-do families such as that of Nathaniel
Trumbull of Beechwood could send their daughters to the boarding school run by
Miss Austen at Clontarf.  Such an education was the preserve of the wealthy- the
cost of boarding for one year, without  any of the chargeable ‘extras’, would have
been many times the annual wages of a farm- worker then. The list of charges
given below is in respect of the year 1808.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 MASTERS

Entrance Quarterly

                                           £     s     d                                        £     s     d

Dancing                             1 :  14 : 11/2                                                       1 :  14 : 11/2

              Music.

The Piano Forte by

the established Master}    1 : 2 :   9                                          5 :   8  : 5

Music Extra, --

Harp or Pianoforte    }     2  :  5 : 6                                          6  : 16  : 6

Writing and

Arithmetic               }       0 : 11 : 4 ½                                                          0  :  11 : 4 ½

Geography and

Use of the Globes   }     0 : 11 : 4 ½                                                              0  :  11  : 4 ½

Drawing                  }     1  : 2  :  9                                            1  :  14  : 1 ½
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INCIDENTAL EXPENSES

                                                                                                                £      s         d

Tea                                                                                                          1  :  14  :   1  ½

Washing                                                                                                  1  :  14  :   1  ½

Tuning Piano Forte

Stationery                                                                                                0  :   5  :   5

Bathing and Attendance                                                                          11  :  4  :  3 ¾

The Number of Young Ladies is limited to Twenty: Miss Austen therefore hopes to receive the
earliest Intimation of and intended Removal.

Payments are expected to be made Quarterly in order to meet the Demands of the various

Masters. The Accounts are all calculated so to close all on the same Quarter Day, viz. on the 31st

January, 30th April, 31st July, and 31st October.

Upon Removal, Ladies are charged to the End of the current Quarter.

No Deduction can be made for Vacations or occasional Absences.

The Vacations are One Month at Christmas, Two Weeks at Easter, and One Week at Whitsuntide. No
Vacation is given at Midsummer that Young Ladies may not be deprived of the Advantage of Sea-
Bathing.



Nathaniel Hone

The Younger
By Paddy Ryan

 Running until mid-October, the exhibition is
titled ‘Travels of a Landscape Artist.’ Over a
long life, Nathaniel Hone produced hundreds
of landscapes, many of Malahide. Indeed, one
of his finest paintings is reckoned to be
‘Pastures at Malahide’—depicting an amazing
cloud formation over an unconcerned herd of
cows in fields near sand dunes.

However, the focus of the current exhibition is
on Hone’s landscapes captured on canvas
during his extensive travels in Europe and
beyond.

Born in Dublin in October 1831, Nathaniel
Hone’s ancestry included an earlier artist, now
known as Nathaniel Hone, ‘the elder’ to
distinguish them. By the time of the younger
Nathaniel’s birth, improving fortunes and

judicious marriages had brought the family
large landholdings in North Dublin. As he grew
to manhood in that exciting era of extensive rail
development and it’s not surprising that his first
career choice was railway engineering. Aged
fifteen, he entered Trinity College to pursue
that ambition and worked for a brief period on
the line between Dublin and Galway.

At age twenty-two, Nathaniel Hone opted to
leave railways behind and study the techniques
of drawing, art
and painting at
the artistic
Mecca of mid-
19th century
Paris.  After four
years in the
French capital
studying human
form, classical art and copying Old Masters in
the Louvre, Hone found his true calling in
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In 1870, as the Franco-Prussian war took its
toll on France, the Barbizon school dissolved
and several members fled to England.
Nathaniel Hone moved to Brittany and
Normandy and then to Italy. The current
exhibition includes Italian landscapes from
that period. Returning to Ireland in 1872, the
artist married Magdalene, daughter of John
and Anne Jameson—the wealthy Dublin
distillers with  landmark properties in
Portmarnock
and Malahide.
The wedding
took place at
Saint
Marnock’s
Church,
Portmarnock
and the
newly-weds
lived firstly
across the estuary at Seafield House before
moving to Muldowney House, Malahide.
Tragically, their infant son born within the
first years of the marriage died and was laid
to rest among the Jamesons, in the
cemetery, off Strand Road, Portmarnock
following year. Following this, Nathaniel and
Magdalene Hone travelled widely through
Greece, Turkey and Egypt and he was one
of the first Irish artists to exhibit Orientalist
paintings. Several works from these travels,
including an Egyptian sphynx and desert
landscapes are
displayed in this
exhibition.

In 1879, Nathaniel
Hone was elected

landscape painting which was undergoing
exciting developments at the time.

Most of these were taking place at what would
become known as ‘the Barbizon school’ in the
forest of Fontainbleu where such luminaries as
Gustav Courbet and Camille Corot were
producing innovative works. Indeed, Barbizon
and Corot would become synonymous.
Closely associated with Edouard Boudin, a
disciple of Corot, Nathaniel Hone developed a
deep feeling for the colour of a landscape and a
life-long fascination with effects of light on

cloud, shafts of sunlight on field and track and
threatening clouds sweeping across the sky.

He would later transfer these techniques to his
prolific output of Malahide landscapes.

While many artists of the Barbizon school
would later be classified as Impressionists,
Hone is described as ‘remaining on the cusp of
Impressionism.’ Effectively his prolific output,
often dominated by ochre or brown colours,
lacks the lightness associated with the
Impressionist output of his friends, Sisley,
Renoir and Monet.
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Hone’s works are on display in the Ulster
Museum, Crawford Gallery, Cork and the Hugh
Lane Gallery, Dublin, along with many private
collections. In 2008, the highest price ever
fetched for a Nathaniel Hone the younger,was
£96,500 for his Barbizon landscape titled ‘The
Boundary Fence, Forest of Fontainbleu.’
A founder member of Malahide Golf Club,
Nathaniel Hone inherited Saint Doulagh’s,
Balgriffin from an aunt in 1896. The family lived
there until his death in October 1917, aged 86.
His wife, who died two years later, bequeathed
over five hundred oils and eight hundred
watercolours to the National Gallery of
Ireland—the largest bequest ever made to that
institution. Nathaniel and Magdalene Hone are
buried in Saint Andrews, Malahide – a most
fitting resting place for the artist who ‘lived to
paint, rather than paint to live.’



The Place with the

Immaculate Grounds
By Paddy Ryan

Our February presentation by Dr. Brendan
Kelly, titled ‘Saint Ita’s Hospital Portrane and
the Irish Asylum System’, was one of our most
popular to date. Professor of Psychiatry at
Trinity College Dublin and Consultant
Psychiatrist at Tallaght University Hospital,
Brendan is the author of several works in his
area of expertise. Despite the grim nature of the
subject, Brendan brought humour and empathy
to the sorry story of the treatment of people
with psychiatric issues in Ireland over the last
century and earlier. And in the story of that sad,
institutional-laden first half century of the Free
State, Saint Ita’s Hospital, Portrane, so visible
to most of us daily, was a major player. One
could be forgiven for thinking that Saint Ita’s
with its air of permanence and sturdy brick was
constructed much earlier but as we learned
from Brendan’s superb presentation it was first
mooted in the final decade of the nineteenth-
century when the Evans estate, with a large
manor house, known as Portrane House, and

several hundred acres of land were acquired by
the State. This was in keeping with prevailing
policy of building mental hospitals in areas
isolated as far as possible from mainstream
society. And this site close to Tower Bay at the
tip of Portrane Peninsula, in that pre-motorised
era, certainly ticked all the boxes in that regard.
Saint Ita’s, costing a total of £500,000, was
built in three stages, commencing in 1896. The
red brick with which we are so familiar was
mainly from the Portmarnock brickyard which
was located near the railway station. A cartload
of bricks delivered from Portmarnock to the
site was rewarded with one shilling and
sixpence. The first tranche of patients were 28
men transferred from Richmond District
Lunatic Asylum. Many of them were farm
workers and all twenty-eight were what was
described as ‘well ordered, trusted types.’ They
were accompanied by four attendants specially
selected to oversee them as each patient had a
job, indoor or outdoor, assigned to him. Of
course, this included cooking, washing,
cleaning along with gardening.

As time went on, most patients in Saint Ita’s
arrived, via Grangegorman or Saint Brendan’s
Hospital in the north inner city. And twice
yearly a full busload of patients, male and
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female, arrived from that institution to fill
vacancies at Portrane.  A junior doctor in Saint
Ita’s in the 1950's noted those patients’ records,
without giving any clinical reason for the
transfer from Grangegorman, just stated: ‘This
patient is suitable for Portrane.’ The same
doctor recalled that in the 1950's, Portrane was
home to 1,800 people, male and female of all
categories and classifications, ranging from
profoundly mentally handicapped children to
patients well over 80 years old. Of course, over
its first seventy years several extensions,
including some sponsored by the Irish Hospital
Trust, were erected at Saint Ita’s to evolve to
the enormous complex it is today as its original
use is, by and large, phased out. Likewise,
through its relatively short history of not much
more than a century, the treatment and attitudes
to psychiatric illness has changed radically
from incarceration, often for life, in large
institutions, like Saint Ita’s, to care in smaller
units within the community along with more
modern medication that has greatly helped.

Professor Kelly referred to the stigma of
psychiatric illness and how so many
unfortunates were forgotten in these large
institutions by their families. Quoting from a
letter a young male patient wrote from Saint

Ita’s to his father in 1912, the final sad
sentence ‘hopes of my discharge I have
consigned to oblivion.’ The letter states that
the young man had agreed to seek
psychiatric help at Portrane a year earlier and
that his father had told him that because of
his social standing and friendship with senior
medical people there, the son would be
allowed special privileges. None of this
came to pass and the father and other family
members had not visited him once during
that year. Professor Kelly went on to say that
when this patient died in Saint Ita’s twenty-
five years later, his funeral was attended by
a nurse, a chaplain and the son of a staff
member whom he’d taught the rudiments of
chess. And that heart-rending story was,
Professor Kelly stated, one of many such
cases.

But there was another side to it also which
perhaps had more to do with position on the
social scale, like a dear lady from an inner
city complex, who, hail, rain or snow,
arrived at Saint Ita’s every Sunday
afternoon. She usually brought a sweet can
containing bacon and cabbage for her son, a
patient there, to share her Sunday dinner.
And there was an elderly bachelor who
arrived with biscuits, oranges and a fried
mackerel for his sister who was a similar
age. He went on to tell of three patients from
the travelling community who arrived from
Grangegorman. Before much time elapsed,
the three absconded from Saint Ita’s. Gardai
and other bodies were alerted but not a trace
of the missing trio for several weeks.
Ultimately, they were located at
Haulbowline where all three had enlisted in
the Irish Navy.
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While institutions like Saint Ita’s are, and
rightly so, about the patients, the staff cannot be
overlooked. And from the questions to
Professor Kelly on the night, it was obvious
that many of our audience were serving or
retired staff of Saint Ita’s. As the speaker
pointed out, institutions like Portrane were
large employers and he cited the psychiatric
hospital in Ballinasloe where, in the 1950s,

more than 50% of the town’s population were
directly or indirectly connected to it as a major
employer. Staff at Saint Ita’s, young able-
bodied boys and girls, were recruited all over
the country.

Great pride was taken by staff and patients in
the garden and grounds of Saint Ita’s which had
several manicured lawns, forecourts and a
myriad of sporting facilities including soccer,
hockey, cricket and GAA. Many of those who
came to play sport at Saint Ita’s, especially in
the 1920s and 1930s, invariably referred to it as
‘the place with the immaculate grounds.’ Its
farm produce meant that it had fresh dairy
produce, beef, vegetables, fruit and flowers, the
whole year round. Up until the 1960s, Saint
Ita’s had a huge Friesian dairy herd, about three
hundred cattle, that roamed the broad acres of

Ballymastone farm and Turvey Avenue. A
farm steward oversaw this operation with the
help of about fifty labourers and patients.

It would take much more space to relate the
changes that continue to take place around
this landmark complex of Saint Ita’s. The
Central Mental Hospital, Dundrum, is
scheduled to move to premises currently
under construction at Saint Ita’s. Today,
Professor Kelly stated, there are few patients
in the old hospital, most are in secure
accommodation elsewhere. Most people in
his audience on that cold February night will
not look the same again at that familiar red
brick structure across the Malahide Estuary
where so many tales, poignant, sad and
funny are secreted within its walls. Like
much of institutional Ireland in the first half
century of the Free State, it does not paint
pretty pictures. However, within the murk
and sadness, there were often lighter
moments like Professor Kelly’s story of a
junior doctor who was anxious to experience
what was called escort duty. Whatever the
term may suggest, escort duty in this case
entailed travelling from the hospital out to
the abode of a prospective patient and
bringing him/her back to the hospital for
appropriate treatment. In this story, the
would-be patient had a severe alcohol
problem and was creating havoc for himself
and his family. The escort duty usually
comprised one doctor and an experienced
nurse. Alarm bells were beginning to go off
at Saint Ita’s when the junior doctor and the
experienced nurse had not returned from the
short journey by midnight. Finally, at 2 am
the prospective patient arrived, reasonably
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sober, with the doctor and the nurse, twisted drunk, in the back seat.

Sincere gratitude to Professor Brendan Kelly for a most informative presentation. Our thanks
also to Liam Hennessy, MHS, for suggesting this presentation. If you have suggestions for

future presentations, the committee would be delighted to hear them and progress them if

 . Many of the Round Towers in the Fingal region date back to the

Viking era with the likes of Lusk and St Columba’s tower in Swords which are regarded as two

of the finest in the country. The Round Tower at Portrane, however, situated in the grounds of

St Ita’s Hospital, is only 170 years old. This 19th century imitation was built as a memorial to

George Evans who was the local MP for Dublin County 1832–41 and the last family member to

live in Portrane House. The tower was erected in 1844 by Sophie Evans in memory of her

husband and it once  included a bust of him which was later taken to Oxford University. Sophie

was a relation of Charles Stewart Parnell and so it remains a striking token of a woman’s love

for her husband. If you look closely you will see it has a concrete base and the proportions of

the cap, the arched doorways and the windows are too large as compared to an original – still

however…good effort!



1641

John Talbot succeeded his father, Richard, to
the lordship of the Talbot estates in Malahide,
Garristown and Castlering (Co. Louth). The
Talbots then were Old English Catholics and
staunch royalists.

The outbreak of war in Ulster in 1641
rapidly spread south to Fingal, Louth and
Meath  during the winter and spring of 1641-
42. Many nobility gathered in Swords to plan
their actions. Although John Talbot of
Malahide appears to have endeavoured to steer
a neutral course and did not join them his
younger brother Richard and other Talbots
rebelled. The Lords Justice became alarmed
and dispatched Sir Charles Coote. He looted
Clontarf and proceeded to burn Santry and
Finglas. The Duke of Ormonde, on behalf of
the Lords Chief Justices, garrisoned Malahide
Castle but desisted from laying waste the
farmland and village. The 500 acres about the
castle were very productive and Talbot was
supplying the garrison and Dublin with grain
and vegetables at a time when the authorities
were concerned with a very severe food
shortage for their troops. Nevertheless, John,
himself a lawyer, was indicted for treason in
February 1642, outlawed and his estates at
Malahide, Garristown and Castlering declared
forfeited. However, he managed to rent back
his own castle and estate for a further decade.
John Talbot suffered a further setback in
December 1653 when Myles Corbet,
Commissioner of Affairs in Ireland, fleeing

from an outbreak of plague in Dublin ousted the
family and obtained a seven-year lease on the
castle. Corbet had been one of the signatories to
the death warrant of King Charles I and was
rewarded by Oliver Cromwell with the title of
Chief Baron of the Exchequer.

Talbot was briefly imprisoned in 1652 for
facilitating the passage of King Charles’s
messenger to the Isle of Man.  Further trouble
followed when he and many others were
ordered to transplant to Connaught by
Cromwell. To refuse meant an even worse fate.
Hence the origin of the phrase ‘To Hell or to
Connaught’.

Talbot, his wife, family and any tenants
willing to accompany them and carrying as
much provisions as they could on their farm
carts made the long trek into Connaught
between the winter of 1654-5 and early spring
of 1655.   By this time land was in short supply
in Connaught and Talbot did not get the hoped
for acreage, being granted only 333 acres in the
barony of Athlone.

Later, in 1655, Talbot successfully
appealed for a safe-conduct pass from
Connaught to Dublin in order ‘to dispose of his
corn and other goods’. Clearly, a crop had been
harvested and stored at Malahide the previous
autumn, only some of which the Talbots had
been able to convey to Connaught. A deeply
religious man, he managed, in the course of this
visit, to make a clandestine pilgrimage to a holy
well in Portmarnock.

2LAW IN MALAHIDE

There are many records of lawbreaking in and around Malahide.

In this piece we outline a varied selection.

By Roger Greene



they are vividly depicted in Francis Wheatley’s
The Dublin Volunteers on College Green, 4th
November 1779.

In January 1780 Richard and his Volunteers
managed to stop an armed mob of over 1,500
from pillaging a wreck in Malahide estuary.
Later, he set off with over 250 Volunteers to
capture the notorious Rush privateer Luke
Ryan but the wily Ryan escaped. We next hear
of him enforcing the peace by leading the
Volunteers to Swords to quash a riot and the
threat of arson. His efforts impressed the Lord
Lieutenant, the Duke of Portland who, in 1782,
appointed Talbot as Colonel of the Royal
Leinster Regiment, soon to be known as
‘Talbot’s Fencibles’. They proved unruly and
mutinous and were disbanded in 1783 but not
before they had cost Talbot a great deal of
expense.

DUBLIN,  May 25

Martial law was yesterday evening proclaimed
by sound of trumpet at the different bridges,
and other parts of the city and liberties.

Since our last the yeomanry corps have contin-
ued to search for arms with great success: a
number of persons have been apprehended,
several of whom, smiths, were detected in the
act of forging implements of destruction.

—----------------------------------

The following articles are extracted from pri-
vate letters:-

Until his death in 1671, John Talbot used all his
legal skills and Talbot family influence to try to
recover his estates. He succeeded in obtaining
firm title to Malahide Castle and lands and
facilitated his son and heir Richard in buying
back the Garristown estates but the Talbots
never recovered the substantial estates at
Castlering in Co. Louth.

In 1779 the British government, in dread of
invasion, had desired to raise a Protestant militia
in Ireland, but there were no funds for their
payment, and volunteer corps arose, for part of
whom the ruling powers provided arms. Eighty
thousand men, all Protestants, were soon
enrolled, the Catholics being permitted only to
subscribe towards the expenses. Richard Talbot,
who had recently adopted the Protestant faith,
was involved from the beginning, forming his
own corps – the Uppercross and Independent
Coolock Volunteers comprised mostly of his
own tenants and for whom he provided, at his
own expense, colourful uniforms comprising
white breeches and scarlet coats faced with
black over white waistcoats. They elected him
as their captain. In 1779 he led them to parade in

College Green with other similar groups and



“The Volunteer Cavalry, Beresford's Cavalry,
the Merchants, Attornies, and almost every man
in the Volunteer Corps, have been under arms
doing nightly duty  for the four last nights.

A number of people have been apprehended,
charged with treasonable practices. One Con-
nor, groom to John Armit, Esq. Secretary to the
Ordnance Office is in custody, charged with
having conspired to murder his master.

John Quin, servant to James Woodmason*,
Esq. Banker, and a Clerk of Mr. Jeffray, a
Merchant, are among those charged with Trea-
son, and it is feared that a great number of
domestics in Dublin have been inveigled into
similar practices.

A number of the former opponents of Govern-
ment are now coming forward with an offer of
their services on the present emergency: we
have not heard whether they have been accepted.

To disappoint the views of the insurgents in a
part of their plan, the little towns of Ballymore
and Hollywood near Dublin, were burnt to the
ground by the military.

When the letters came away, the report in Dub-
lin was, that the insurgents to the number of
5,000 has possessed themselves of Kildare.
That the country round Malahide was also in
possession of the rebels and a company of the
Fermanagh Militia quartered in the town, had
sent an express to the capital for reinforcements
to come to their assistance.”

Editor’s note: *The James Woodmason mentioned above
commissioned James Gandon to build opposite
Kinsealy National School. Currently on the market for
around €7m.

In the 18th century customs and excise duties
were the main source of income for the King
as income tax did not appear until 1799. After
the devastation of the Williamite Wars, the
first Irish Parliament was called in 1692,
mainly to raise extra revenue for the royal
coffers, then at rock-bottom due to the
continuing war with France. This revenue was
raised with enormous increases in excise duty
on beer and spirits. In the following six years,
duties were further increased. Special works
like improving Dublin Port and the building of
the Carlisle Bridge (now O’Connell Bridge)
saw extra duties added to imports to defray the
costs.

1708 Customs staff-lists record only one
official, William Roe, stationed in Malahide.
A Customs waiter, his task ‘was to take proper
account of discharging cargoes’. This suggests
that import trade, probably timber and coal,
was limited. There may also have been exports
out of the port. However, the authorities were
experiencing staffing difficulties as will be



seen from a list of Customs dismissals at
Malahide over the period 1696 to 1705:

Absence 1  Assault 1
Dishonesty 2 Drunkenness 1
Helping smugglers 3 Insolence 1
Catholic 1 Various causes 5
Embezzlement/fraud 3

The Isle of Man was then privately owned by
the Duke of Atholl. When the French war ended
in 1713, the Isle of Man literally became the
epicentre for smuggling into Ireland, England
and Scotland. Brandy, rum, tobacco, tea and
silk were brought to the Isle of Man,
repackaged and smuggled into Ireland, mainly
through Lambay Island and Rush. To combat
smuggling in Fingal, Customs boats were
introduced to Skerries, Clontarf, Baldoyle and
Malahide in the early years of the 18th century.
Supervised by a Surveyor of Customs, the boats
were staffed by a coxswain and a minimum of
five boatmen. These were to complement the
large Customs cruisers that patrolled Irish
waters. In Malahide, a watch house was
provided for the boat, thereby making Customs
a very visible presence in the area.

However, the Revenue Board was not happy
with efforts to curb the rampant smuggling that
was afoot, as evidenced by the following 1737
memo  to Mr. Boyd, one of two surveyors
stationed in Malahide:

“…….surveyors and the rest of the
officers properly stationed to prevent it,
and as the officers are well supplied with
everything necessary to secure and protect
His Majesty’s duties, the Board is fully
convinced this evil arise from  the
surveyor’s negligence and inactivity for, if
their boats kept to sea in all reasonable
weather and had a sharp look out when

they expected boats returning from the
island this mischief might be prevented...”

The memo continues in the same tone and
ends with a threat that if the seizures of
smuggled goods did not increase, the
surveyors and staff might find themselves
elsewhere.

There were also allegations that some of the
Customs staff were not only becoming too
friendly with the locals but that they were
actually working with the smugglers. In 1763,
several Malahide officials were dismissed, as
follows:

Charles Betts with eleven years service was
said to ‘be concerned with the smugglers, his
wife, connected to the Rush smugglers, is a
rigid Papist and breeds all her children in that
profession’.

Peter Dugall with twenty six years service was
accused of “With his sons, keeping cars to
carry the goods for the smugglers and being a
Papist’.

(Editor’s note: Prior to the repeal of the Penal
Laws, Papists were not allowed to hold
positions paid by the State purse)

There were other difficulties for the Malahide
Customs staff in the year that saw three of
their colleagues dismissed as it was reported
by them that:

“there are no houses for the
Customs barge crew, by which they are
obliged to lodge in the smugglers’
houses who have a constant watch over
them and when they are called together



to go on duty, the smugglers
immediately send out boats, light fires
and make other signals to warn the boats
from the Isle of Man that the barge is
gone to sea.”

Life was far from easy for the Customs officials
whose lives were also under constant threat
from the lucrative smuggling trade. Between
1730 and 1765, ten Fingal Customs officials
were killed trying to capture smugglers. Some
of these were from the Malahide crew. In 1764,
a fierce battle between Customs and the
smugglers took place at the Needles on Howth
Head. Two Customs officials and several
smugglers were killed.

The following year, the world of smuggling and
Customs in the Fingal area changed drastically
when the British Government purchased the
Isle of Man from the Duke of Atholl for
£70,000. The Act of Revestment, 1765 bringing
the island into the fiscal territory of the United
Kingdom, was passed almost immediately by
Parliament, thereby ending the unique status of
the island and opportunities to smuggle from it.
Nevertheless, an account of an incident in 1771
states:

“the excise officers captured from
smugglers at Portrane, seventy-five chests
and twenty casks of tea, and one hundred
and eleven casks of brandy and eight
hundred casks of tea and brandy in the
“Island of Donabate” (probably Lambay
or Portrane Peninsula) all in one seizure.
The excise-men stored their capture in
barns, and were besieged there for twenty-
four hours by five hundred armed
smugglers, and relieved at last by Captain
Luske and his crew, whose warship

happened to be off the coast. The sailors
landed and defeated the smugglers.”

Fortunes had been made and lost by the
smugglers, many of whom found it difficult to
forego the adventure, excitement and potential
profit of successful runs. While some
continued the clandestine business with goods
from the Free Port of Calais, they were much
more exposed to capture on the longer journey
where British Customs boats were on constant
watch. In 1788, John Fortescue (probably
living in what is now the Ulster Bank and later
husband to the sister of Arthur Wellesley, later
1st Duke of Wellington) was Surveyor,
Malahide, on a salary of £12.10s per quarter;
William Morris was a Tide waiter earning a
quarterly sum of £7.10s; The Malahide
Customs boat coxswain, Henry Cotter, earned
£5.15s per quarter and boatmen John Hall,
George Evans, William Hall, Morgan Herne,
William Hall Junior, and Thomas Mahalm
each earned £5 per quarter.

The. Act of Union in 1801 heralded the end of
Customs boats in Malahide.

It is likely many of the unemployed Customs
boatmen joined the British navy. A Richard
Hall, boatswain, of Malahide is said to have
fought at the Battles of the Nile (1798) and
Trafalgar (1805). Later, when the coastguard
was established, the Malahide crew had at
least one Hall among their number.



In 1733 the then lord of the manor of Malahide,
Richard Talbot, appears to have leased The
Tavern in Malahide along with the oyster beds
to a Nicholas Edwards. However, when the
latter fell into arrears with his rent Talbot re-
possessed the properties in 1740 where upon
Edwards sued Talbot. The case was heard in
Dublin and Talbot’s steward, Edmond
Totterick, gave evidence to the effect that
Edwards had “run away from Malahide” and
left the oyster beds in a very bad condition and
took no care of them for three years and owed
considerable arrears of rent. He said Talbot was
ill and confined to his room for a considerable
time. He was not able to travel to Dublin but he
believed he may be able to travel by boat in
three weeks time. The case was adjourned and
the eventual outcome is not known to the author.

A volunteer army began on one occasion by
protecting Ireland from a foreign invader, and
finished by rescuing her from the old thraldom
in which the mistaken policy of our English
ancestors had retained the Irish nation. English
ancestors had retained the Irish nation. Were no
spirit to be found in the country at present but
that which predominated throughout Ireland
during the American war, we should still say,
resort to the armed loyalty of the people, to to
protect the constitution and the laws: but,
unfortunately, a new train of evils have since
arisen; the increasing property and power of the

Catholics brought into life the mischievous
Orange system; the Yeomanry, the perverted
successors of the volunteers of 177O, are
almost exclusively of the Orange tribe: so that,
instead of arming patriotism against an
invader, or loyalty against rebels, we shall
now, by bringing the Yeomanry forward, only
place one bigotted faction in battle-array
against another. Yet this, we deeply lament to
say, is the scheme which Lord Talbot appears
to be on the point of executing. The
Commandants of the Dublin Yeomanry, all,
with few exceptions (at least they were so in
1798 and 1803),enthusiastic Orangemen, have
been summoned to attend the Lord-Lieuten-
ant, and to report to him the probable strength
of their corps: 600 men of the Armagh
Yeomanry, a county which is the very focus of
the Orange spirit, have been placed on
permanent duty. We hope this last measure is
merely adopted to provide a local substitute
for the King's forces, who may be moved from
Armagh towards the southern counties; since,
to employ the services of a band of
Orangemen in the midst of Munster, where the
lower class of population is exclusively
Popish, would be to improve a civil into a
religious war.

A momentary suppression of the system of
open violence, we have often said, may be
soon expected; but of a permanent cure, who
is there so sanguine as to speak?

In the next issue there will be more
about ‘Order and disorder’ in and around
Malahide.


